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Re: 10CFR2.201

Mr. Thomas T. Martin
Regional Administrator, Region J
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406

Dear Mr. Martin:

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit =No. 2
Inspection Report No. 50-336/92-26

Benly to a Notice of Violation

in a letter dated December 4,1992,'" the NRC Staff transmitted the results
of several inspections associated with the steam generator replacement at
Millstone Nuclear Power Station Unit No 2. The NRC Staff identified two
Severity Level V violations regarding nondestructive examination performed
using radiography. The first violition was associated with the failure to
identify and disposition a 1? aar indication on the radiographic report. The
sem.d violation idatified failure to follow the radiography procedure
regarding back sca t - of radiation during radiography. Northeast Nuclear
Energy Company (NNECU) ur.derstands that the Staff recognizes a due- date for
this response as January 13, 1993, which is 30 days from receipt of the
inspection report. Accordingly, NNEC0 hereby provn:e;, cs Attachment I to
this letter, our reply to the Notica of Violation (NOV), pursuant to the
provisions of 10CFR2.201.

NNECO has elected to contest both violations and provides explanation and
bases for -our belief that neither of the issues involved any_ safety
significance and that no violation of NRC requirements occurred. Further, the.
inspection report contained discussion of - the reactor coolant system. (RCS)
pipe stress analysis which is contrary to our understanding. Attachment.2 to-
this letter presents relevant information, as we understand it, in an attempt
to clarify n.isleading statements -in the inspection report. NNEC0 understands
that the NRP Staff has t.ompleted its review and has concluded that NNEC0's
resolution of 3CS pipe stress .was acceptable and that -the issue of RCS pipe

! stress at Millstone Unit No. 2 is closed. Given the complexity of the steam

(1) - J. - P. Durr letter to J. F. Opeka, "NRC Inspection of Unit 2 Steam
| Generator Replacement, NRC Region I Inspect'n. Report - No. 50-336/96," '

|- Jated. December 4, 1992,
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generator replacement, including significant discussion and analysis of -RCS
pipe stress, NNECO is pleased that the Staff considers the issue closed.

If you have any questions regarding'the information contained in this letter,
please contact us.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY-
_

FOR: J. F. Opeka
Executive Vice President- A

,.

BY: l' # '

W. D. Rombergj '
Vice President'

cc: G. S. Vissing, NRC Project Manager, Millstone Unit No. 2
P. D. Swetland, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit Nos. - 1, 2,

and 3

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC'20555
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Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 2-

I Reply-to Notice of Violations A and B
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Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 2
Reply to Notice of Violations

,

Restatement of Violation A

" Title 10, Part 50, Paragraph 50.55a(c) (1) requires that components _ which are
a part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary meet the requirements for-
Class I components in Section 111 of the American Society of Mechanical-
Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.

"The ' Millstone Unit No. 2 Steam Generator Replacement;' Plant Change
Number 2-036-91, Rev. O, Safety Evaluation, Section 30, Part 5 states. that
radiography will be in accordance with ASME boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section III, 1971 Edition with addenda through summer of 1971.

" Appendix IX of this issue of this section of the code, for nondestructive
examination methods, under paragraph IX-3340, requires that 'the Manufacturer
shall record on a review form the interpretation and- disposition of each *

. film. '
,

"The procedure for radiography MP-XII-08: ' Radiographic Examination of
Weldmonts - and Materials,' Revision 0, dated 8/14/91, with procedure change -
notices 001, dated 5/30/92; 002, dated 9/26/92; and 003, dated -10/27/92;
states in Exhibit A, Revision 0, ' Instructions for Preparation of Radiographic
Reports,' Line 15: that ' acceptable indications which were evaluated or
comments which concern interpretation' shall be recorded under the remarks
section of the report.

" Contrary to the above, on October-12,1992, the licensee failed to record a
linear indication, revealed in a radiograph of weld P-10-C-3-B, per
Radiographic Reports 1108 and 1109.

"This is a Severity Level V violation. (Supplement 2)"

1. Basis for Discutina the Violatio_rt

Violation A describes a l'near indication on the radiograph as requiring
identification and disposition. -This indication is not in the area of
interest (i.e., the _ weld) and is not addressed by the code acceptance
criteria. Noting the indication as nonrelevant and outside the area of
interest is not required by the procedure or Code. Hewever, additional
radiographs of the - pres sure _ retaining weld were available for review.
The additional informai ~ showed no indication in the - weld. The
indication occurred duri% the cladding process and is not part of the
pressure retaining weld.

NNECO steam generator replacement project (SGRP) personnel and
"

nondestructive examination (NDE)- pers,onnel discussed- the linear
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indication with NRC Staff inspector at the time of the inspection.
Although the inspector and NNEC0 personnel interpreted the ASME Code
requirements for radiography and typical radiographic practices .slightly
differently, we were not advised that the inspector viewed this
indication as a violation. NNECO is puzzled by the Staff's issuance of
this Level V violation in -light of guidance contained in 10CFR2,
Appendix C, V, A. Had the inspector identified, at the time, that he
considered the linear indication a Level V violation, NNECO would have
provided additional clarificatiori, which we believe could have obviated
the issuance of the violation.

2. Corrective Stens That Have Been Taken and-Results Achieved

Although NNEC0 does not consider this linear indication relevant, a
comment has been added to the reader sheet reflecting this indication -

disposition.

3. Corrective Steos That Will Be Taken to Avoid Further Violation

NNEC0 believes that no furtner actions are required since we believe that
no violation occurred.

'

4. Date When Full Compliance Will Be Achieved

NNECO considers that we have been in full compliance with the applicable
sections of the ASME Code.

5. Generic Implications

.

NNECO considers that we have been in full compliance with the applicable
sections of the ASME Code.

Restatement of Violation B
,

" Title 10, Part 50, Paragraph 50.55a(c) (1) requires that components which are-
a part of the reactor _ coolant pressure boundary meet the requirements for
Class I components in Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Ve'ssel Code,

"The ' Millstone Unit No. 2 Steam Generator Replacement;' Plant Change
Number 2-036-91, Rev. O, Safety Evaluation, Section 3D, Part 5 states that
radiography will be in accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section 111, 1971 Edition with addenda through summer of 1971.

.._ _

" Appendix IX of this issue of this section of the code, for nondestructive
examination methods, under paragraph IX-3324, requires that ' ' objectionable
scatter radiation shall be reduced by suitable filtration '

,

" Procedure MP-XII-08: .' Radiographic Examination of Weldments and Materials,'
Revision 0, dated 8/14/92, with procedure change not. ices 001, dated 5/30/92;

e
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002, dated 9/26/92; and 003, dated 10/27/92; states: 'If a light density image
of the lead letter B appears on the film, backscatter is then evident and a
new exposure trust be made with adequate shielding.'

" Contrary t'o the above, on October 12, 1992,-a light-image of a lead letter B
appeared on a radiograph of weld P-10-C-3-B and was accepted without--
correction by the licensee per Radiographic Reports 1108 and 1109.

"This is a Severity Level V violation. (Supplement 2)"

1. _ Basis for Disputina the Vislation

Violation B identifies the part of a lead letter "B" placed in the center
of the back of a film cassette showing up on- the edge of another film
cassette in the overlap area. NNECO NDE personnel typically place
station markers on the component which will be radiographed. These
station markers determine the area- of interest, coverage, and overlap.

-

The use of these markers results in a film record -which correlates
potential indications to specific component location, Since this partial-
"B" was- not in - the center of the -cassette, it- was not in- the area of
interest and was, therefore, not caused by backscatter radiation :in- the
area of interest. Also, the partial "B" image posed no masking problems
since additional films had been taken to get complete weld-coverage.

-

Contrary to that stated in the inspection report (page 10), NNEC0 NDE -
personnel recall this issue as - having been - discussed - with the Staff
inspector as a potential inspection observation,- not a violation.
Subsequent to the inspection, NNEC0 personnel recall . this
characterization as having been confirmed with the NRC Staff in a
telephone conversation. Had the Staff inspector-identified this issue as.
a level V violation, NNECO personnel would have provided additional

-

clarification, which we believe-could have obviated'the issuance of the
violation. Here too, NNEC0.is puzzled by the NRC Staff citing this issue -
as a Level V violation.

2. Corrective Steos That Have been Taken and Results Achieved
c

NNECO believes that no corrective action is required since we--are'

disputing the violation.

3. Corrective Steos that Will Be Take to' Avoid Further Violation

NNEC0 believes that no further actions are required since we believe that
no violation occurred.

4. hte When Full Compliance Will Be Achieved

NNECO considers that we have been in full compliance with the applicable
sections of the ASME Code.

q
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5. Generic implicationi

HNECO considers that we have been in full compliance with the applicable
sections of the ASME Code.
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Millstone Nuclear Power Station, linit No. 2

Reply to inspection Report, Section 3.1.

Discussion of RCS Stress Analysis
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Reply to inspection Report, Section 3.1
Discussion of RCS Stress Analysis

The Inspection Report also discusses the movement of RCS pipe and contains
statements which NNECO believes misrepresent our actions associated with this
movement. We feel compelled to clarify two of these statements. While no
violations were identified, NNECO does not concur with the assessment that
"the initial analysis and evaluation of the reactor coolant system piping.
movement appeared to be deficient." At the time of the inspection (August 31- s
September 4, 1992), the RCS piping movement resolution was still being
evaluated and the action plan was' being developed. However, NNEC0 had taken
all the necessary precautions and involved the necessary resources, both
internal and external, to reselve the issue. The initial action plan was to
determine the amount of cold spring load that was in existence in the RCS
piping prior to cutting. Once the cold spring load was quantified, the pipe
stress analysis would be modified to ensure that the pipe and pipe nozzles
were within code allowables. However, due to the limitation of the structures-
(i.e., embeds) and the pulling devices (temporary), it was determined that it
was not feasible to continue with this action plan. This was thoroughly
discussed with the Staff during these evolutions.

A revised action plan was devised to measure the free-end displacements. -
These free-end displacements were inputted into the stress analysis to ensure
that they met ASME Code acceptability. These action plans related to RCS-pipe
movement were discussed in detail in a letter to the Staff, -dated
September 23, 1992.*

NNEC0 feels that the Staff's conclusion that the " license had not performed a
thorough evaluation of the RCS piping movement and the analysis and~
engineering calculations performed by the' licensee to assure conformance to
the original design bases were technically deficient" was based on- the fact-

that resolution of the RCS pipe movement was in progress and had not_yet been--
fully developed at that time. NNEC0 was utilizing the stress analysis _of
record and revising it with external pulling forces that would be utilized in
repositioning the pipe. Prior to imposing those forces,_ the pipe. analysis was
completed to ensure that the pipe was not being overstressed.

This RCS pipe movement has now been resolved; the analysis is complete and has
been determined to be acceptable. The NRC Staff has conducted a thorough,
detailed review of NNECO and vendor stress calculations, and has found them to

(2) J. F. Opeka letter to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Hillstone
. Nuclear _ Power. Station, Unit No. 2, Steam Generator Replacement Inspection
(50-336/92-26)-Information Update letter," dated September 23,-1992.
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be acceptable. Further, we understand that the -issue is closed. .NNECO.
'

believes that the-appropriateness of our actions-were correct at the time and ^

-

- have now been validated by Staff technical review.
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